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EUROPEAN UNION WATER INITIATIVE PLUS FOR THE 

EASTERN PARTNERSHIP  
 

TERMS OF REFERENCE  
COMMUNICATION ASSISTANCE TO SUPPORT FOR THE PARTICIPATIVE 

RIVER BASIN MANAGEMENT PLANNING IN MOLDOVA 
 

1. Financing 
European Union (ENI/2016/372-403)  

2. Procedure 
Single tender procedure according to EU PRAG 

3. Contracting Authority 
International Office for Water (IOW) 

4. Nature of contract 
Service contract 

5. Time period of implementation 
April 2019 – August 2020 

6. Contract amount 
Max. amount: 20 000 EUR, including minimum 3 000 EUR and up to a maximum of 7 500 
EUR for direct costs for the implementation of the communication and awareness raising 
actions. 

1 CONTEXT 

The European Union Water Initiative plus for the Eastern Partnership (EUWI+) project 
addresses existing challenges in both development and implementation of efficient 
management of water resources. The overall objective of the project is to improve the 
management of water resources in the Eastern Partnership1  countries. The specific objective 
is to achieve convergence of national policies and strategies with the EU Water Framework 
Directive, Integrated Water Resource Management (IWRM) and relevant Multilateral 
Environmental Agreements (MEAs). 

The EUWI+ project is divided into three result areas as follows: 

• Result 1: Legal and regulatory frameworks improved in line with the WFD, IWRM and 
MEAs; 

• Result 2: River Basins Management Plans (RBMP) designed and implemented in line 
with the WFD principles and national legislation; 

                                                           
1 The Eastern Partnership (EaP) is a policy initiative launched at the Prague Summit in May 2009. It aims to deepen and strengthen relations 
between the European Union and its six Eastern neighbours: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine. 
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• Result 3: Lessons learnt regularly collected, shared and communicated to stakeholders. 

Communication and stakeholder involvement is important part of the RBM planning process. 
This assignment will contribute to the implementation of the following activities under result 
3: 

Activity 3.1.1: Development, regular update and implementation of a communication strategy 
for the project: implementation of communication activities for targeted stakeholders, 
including communication campaigns, TV reports, school information sessions, etc. 

Activity 3.1.2: Organisation of exchanges in pilot basins to support public and stakeholder 
participation in the preparation, implementation, review and update of RBMPs developed 
under result 2.  

2 CONTEXT OF STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION 

Important elements of context related to public participation in RBM Planning are as follow: 

- Cooperation between stakeholders and Basin Committees is crucial in drafting the River 
Basin Management Plans (RBMP) according to the requirements of the WFD 
(2000/60/EC) national legislation of Moldova2. Several WFD provisions specify the need 
of information and involvement of the public in 3 phases of development of the RBMP: 
Timetable and work program, Main issues, Draft RBMP and programme of measures. 
Stakeholders in a river basin include in particular governmental authorities, basin 
organisations, residential and business water users, the scientific community, NGOs, 
journalists and up to the general public.  

- The Strategy of the Republic of Moldova for participative RBM Planning (under approval) 
will be aimed at the development of water resources management and water protection as 
well as water supply and sanitation in Moldova to better meet both international and EU 
level standards and objectives which includes wide stakeholder participation and public 
consultation on RBMP. 

In addition, the obligations under relevant international agreements such as, the UNECE 
Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making and 
Access to Justice in Environmental Matters (Aarhus Convention), the UNECE 
Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses and International 
Lakes (Helsinki Convention), its Protocol on Water and Health, as well as the national 
legislation are to be taken into consideration. 

                                                           
2 According to GD 866/2013 the central public authority for environmental protection is developing an 
announcement of its intention to begin developing a management plan at least two years before the proposed 
approval of the management plan of the relevant basin district. 
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3 DESCRIPTION OF THE ASSIGNMENT 

Under the EUWI+ project, there is one pilot river basin district concerned with RBMPs pilot 
activities. Local contractors are developing the Danube-Prut and Back Sea RBD Management 
Plan (cycle II) with methodological support and guidance from international experts. It should 
be noted that two phases have already been defined on the Danube-Prut and Back Sea RBD: 
until September 2019 (end the main issues consultation), and till the end of the project (the 
draft RBMP and program of measures second consultation). The implementation of the 
current assignment is directly related to the different stages of development of the 
management plan and requires coordination between the RBMP and Communication & 
Participation contractors for harmonizing their outputs.  

 

3.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE ASSIGNMENT 

The assignment aims to organise the communication and the public and stakeholder’s 
participation activities for the development of the RBMP in the Danube-Prut and Black Sea 
River Basin District including: 

- Implementing the country communication strategy (road map) and related action plan 
and supporting its adoption and dissemination.  

- Providing sufficient information and background documents for the stakeholders and 
the public related to the main steps of the development of the RBMP, in an 
understandable and easy way. 

- Developing and making available during the whole process and specifically during the 
preparation and implementation of the public consultation phase information and 
awareness rising document on project related activities. 

- Insuring mobilization and population involvement into wide public event drawing 
attention on the integrated river basin management 

- Contributing to the information flow on the project progresses using in particular e-
newsletter and the EUWI+ East project website. 

- Organising the active involvement and consultation of the stakeholder and Basin 
Committee for the implementation and updating of the RBMP, 

The consultant will keep in mind during the assignment that stakeholder consultation has to 
open the dialogue with civil society to bring out the opinions and proposals of citizens, local 
associations, local stakeholders through elaboration and implementation of RBMP.  

The consultation has a twofold ambition: to make aware and inform the stakeholders and 
public and to gather the opinions of local stakeholders. To build a shared process of RBMP 
development and facilitate its future implementation, consultation must be conceived as a 
long-term participatory process in which the expressed opinions are taken into account. 

In addition, the consultant will be involved in administrative and financial managing of the 
most cost efficient actions (according to approved communication action plan) in line with 
directives provided by the contracting authority.  This will include the payment after 
agreement of the contracting authority of up to 7 500 € of eligible direct cost. 
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3.2 TASKS FOR THE ASSIGNMENT  

3.2.1 Communication and awareness raising    

The Communication Strategy for participative RBM Planning in Moldova has been prepared 
in order to support in particular the development of the Danube-Prut and Black Sea River 
Basin Management Plan (2022-2027) and the implementation of the current plan through 
proper communication, access to information, stakeholder and public involvement, in close 
coordination with beneficiary and Basin Committee. The strategy includes an action plan 
to link communication activities in Moldova with the overall communication objectives on 
the project.  

The contractor will participate in implementation of the communication strategy (road map) 
for participative RBM Planning through conducting selected communication and awareness 
raising activities. The activities of the consultant consist more particularly: 

- Information supply and awareness raising of the different water users, including: 
o Producing communication/educational documents and media (video clips, 

educational brochure, exhibition, interactive graphics, etc.) to raise awareness 
about water management and restauration measures by the main users and 
water cycle  

o Preparing communication documents in the specific phases of the development 
of RBMPs presenting the basin characterisations, main issues and RBMP for 
stakeholder and public (infographic, posters, etc.)  

o Participating directly in dissemination effort and developing actions to enhance 
it by mobilising partner institutions 

o Collect statistic data to feed project indicators 
 

- Technical support to the implementation of EUWI+ communication and visibility 
activities in the country, including: 

o Participation in preparation of the EUWI+ communication materials in 
national language 

o Preparation of information related to the project activities (events, workshop, 
meetings, etc.) to post on the EUWI+ website and Facebook  

o Development and updating media contacts 
o Organization of communication with the media on issues related to the 

activities and results of the RBMP in the pilot basin including press releases 
for local and national media 

o Liaison with the Communication Service of the Ministry of Agriculture 
Regional Development and Environment (MARDE) 

o Develop actions to enhance dissemination effort and feed partner institutions 

- Assistance in organizing and holding at least four selected public awareness events 
and/or actions (e.g. national water or river day, educational campaigns, clean-up 
actions), according to the approved communication and visibility plan 
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o Insure high visibility to project outputs at the Joint Danube Survey 4 (JDS-4) 
in May- June 2019, Danube Day on  29 June 2019 and 29 June 2020  

o Insure high visibility to project outputs at World Water day on 22 March 2020  

o Clean Beach day on 15 September 2019 

o Build a network of partner institutions and contribute to the use of social media 
to enhance this action  

o Reporting on public awareness activities held 

 

3.2.2 Public and stakeholders participation related to RBM Planning  

The assignment aims in supporting the technical team in charge of the development of the 
RBMP in the design, organisation, facilitation and restitution of the stakeholder participation 
and public consultations. These activities will be spread over the duration of the RBMP 
development and structure on two 6-months periods i.e. from April to September 2019 for the 
work plan and main water issues and from January to June 2020 for the draft RBMP 2022-
2027. The contractor will be supported by the project team and the beneficiary IWRM 
department of the Ministry of Agriculture Regional Development and Environment 
(MARDE) and Agency “Apele Modovei”.  

 

The activities of the consultant consist more particularly: 

- To prepare the public participation and 2 consultations (in link with the RBMP 
contractor) 

o Identify the relevant local stakeholders for the pilot basin, and precise steps, 
scale and level of involvement and mobilization. 

o Announce the consultation phase with an information campaign  

o Produce communication documents in the specific phases of the development 
of RBMPs (ensuring proper information for the public and stakeholders about 
the measures, the state of progress of the RBMP, the organisation of the 
consultation) based on thematic synthesis (TS) provided by the RBMPs 
consultants. 

Prepare supports and methods to inform on the available document and to collect the opinions 
(e.g. to carry out public hearing, questionnaires or other form) accompanying the consultation 
documents based on the technical elements produced by the RBMP consultants: on 
Significant Issues (first consultation April-September 2019), on draft RBMP (January-June 
2020), 

- To implement the participation of stakeholders and the public consultation  
o Support the beneficiary and EUWI+ project in organising and facilitating two 

basin committee meetings in the pilot basin on: 1) Basin Characterisation and 
Main Issues, and 2) Draft RBMP & Programme of measures. The workshops 
should be designed for an active participation of the attendees (authorities and 
stakeholders). The outputs of these workshops are the comments to improve 
the technical reports to be provided to the RBMP consultants  
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o Support the beneficiary and EUWI+ project in organising and facilitating two 
consultation meetings on: 1) Basin Characterisation and Main Issues, and 2) 
Draft RBMP & Programme of measures in the main sub-units of the basin. The 
main sub-units of the basin (to be validated by the contracting authority) will 
be up to a maximum of 5 i.e. three along the Prut, Danube and Black Sea. In 
each unit the consultant will involve in particular the sub-basin committees of 
Danube-Prut and Black Sea RBD i.e. Camenca, Tigheci, Larga (created all, in 
2015), Ciuhur (in 2016) and Lapusna (in 2018). The workshops should be 
designed for an active participation of the attendees (authorities and 
stakeholders). The outputs of these workshops are the comments to improve 
the technical reports to be provided to the RBMP consultants.  In addition 
these events will be used to empower sub-basin committees so they can 
contribute to further information dissemination effort for public information.  

o Organise and facilitate public information campaigns in the DPBS RBD in 
synergy with the basin and sub-basin committees on: 1) work plan and 
significant Issues (mid 2019), 2) Draft RBMP & Programme of measures 
(early in 2020) 

o To analyse, synthetize the opinions formulated during the 2 public consultation 
phases in the pilot basin. 

o to deliver the feedback (analyse) of the consultation through communication 
documents, to the project team two weeks after the workshops, to make them 
available for the RBMP consultants and for the EUWI+ project website , 

- To provide the beneficiary with support communication documents for basin 
stakeholder meeting on the Final RBMP. 

All documents for information and communication should be sent to the technical project 
team in order to be published on the EUWI+ project website. 

The contractor is expected to propose innovative solutions in terms of stakeholder and public 
communication, participation, consultation, to suggest collaborative and participative 
mobilisation. 
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Figure 1 : indicative process for RBMP development in Danube-Prut and Back Sea 
RBD.  

4 DELIVERABLES 

The different working and dissemination documents will be transmitted in electronic formats. 

- Report on, and public awareness events held within the framework of the participative 
RBMP communication strategy and action plan implementation,   

- Communication materials in national language: educational sheets, power point, 
video, press release, newsletters, etc. 

- Communication documents on the specific phases of the RBMP development 
presenting the basins, main issues and RBMP for stakeholder and public (infographic, 
posters, etc.) – in Romanian, 

- Communication documents including a 5-10 pages synthesis of the results of each 
consultation – in English and Romanian, 

- Documents used to organize and facilitate the consultation workshops: steering, 
organization, material for facilitating the meetings, provided information to the 
concerned public to encourage its participation, minutes of each meeting including the 
documents of the session, collection of opinions of stakeholders and public. 

- Draft guidelines on Pubic Participation in Moldova in relation to the WFD (in English 
and Romanian) 
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- Updating of the Communication strategy and action plan for participative RBM 
Planning in Moldova based on lesson learned 

5 DOCUMENTS TO CONSIDER 

• EU guidance document on communication and visibility: Communication and 
Visibility Manual for EU External Actions 

https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/node/17974 

• EU Guidance document on Pubic Participation in relation to the WFD 

https://circabc.europa.eu/sd/a/0fc804ff-5fe6-4874-8e0d-
de3e47637a63/Guidance%20No%208%20-
%20Public%20participation%20%28WG%202.9%29.pdf 

• EUWI + project document and in particular Annex B: Communication and Visibility 
strategy and action plan 

• Communication strategy and action plan for participative RBM Planning in Moldova 

• Draft documents (chapters) of the RBMP available on demand to the contracting 
authority 

• Assessment of the needs and identification of priorities in implementation of the 
RBMPs. 

• Water Law nr. 272/2013, Governmental Decision nr.866/2013 on approving on the 
procedure for developing and revising the Plan basin management 

6 SKILLS REQUIREMENTS 

PROFICIENCY IN THE FIELD OF COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC 
CONSULTATION 
A capacity of facilitation and communication in particular to prepare communicative 
documents to inform the public and to facilitate the public/stakeholders meetings.  

The service provider will provide the necessary elements and demonstrate competence to:  

• To ensure proper information for the public and stakeholders,  
• To conduct and facilitate meetings (visual and written). He (she) will prepare and 

possibly facilitate the working meetings.  
• Develop public awareness raising and information campaigns  
• Provide communication and public awareness rising for similar projects related to 

water management would be an advantage. 
• Good understanding the global development and planning issues, part of which is the 

RBMP. 
• Excellent written communications and presentation skills 
• Excellent knowledge of English, Romanian and Russian.  
• Excellent interpersonal and communication skills; capacity to discuss and to involve 

any participant in discussions, management of discussions;  
• Very good knowledge of the related Moldovan legislation, the EU water framework 

directive and the concept and notions of integrated water resource management,  

https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/node/17974
https://circabc.europa.eu/sd/a/0fc804ff-5fe6-4874-8e0d-de3e47637a63/Guidance%20No%208%20-%20Public%20participation%20%28WG%202.9%29.pdf
https://circabc.europa.eu/sd/a/0fc804ff-5fe6-4874-8e0d-de3e47637a63/Guidance%20No%208%20-%20Public%20participation%20%28WG%202.9%29.pdf
https://circabc.europa.eu/sd/a/0fc804ff-5fe6-4874-8e0d-de3e47637a63/Guidance%20No%208%20-%20Public%20participation%20%28WG%202.9%29.pdf
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• Excellent organizational skills with the ability to set priorities, and meet deadlines; 
• Analytical mind and ability to make well thought synthesis;  
• Good administrative and financial management 

 

 

SUPPORT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER 
CONSULTATION 
A good capacity to understand the global development and planning issues, part of which is 
the RBMP. Knowledge of the functioning of local authorities and local stakeholders, 
especially in water matter. 

The general strategic framework of the public consultation process in which the action will be 
developed has been defined. Nevertheless, the consultant can make suggestions to obtain the 
most effective manner for public participation. 

Concretely, the consultant will define a series of tools, actions and modalities allowing the 
development of the public consultation. Support in terms of promotion and communication of 
the entire participative approach is also expected. 

8 IMPLEMENTATION MODALITIES  

SCHEDULE 

The assignment will take place until the end of the project (plan in August 2020). 

The consultation is envisaged in coherence with the progress of the work of the RBMP. 

The assignment on support for public and stakeholders participation must be organized as 
soon as contracted with the participative workshops with the decision-makers and the key 
actors of the DPBS RBD to build the RBMP for the 2022-2027 period. The consultant will 
prepare the organization of the public consultation in the pilot basin planned from April to 
September 2019. The second consultation is scheduled during the 1st half of 2020. 

CONTACT DETAILS 

The contractor will work in close relation with the project EUWI+ national project 
representative, the international and national thematic leaders in charge of Result 3. 

Coordination and technical follow-up with the progress of RBMP is provided by the 
international and national thematic leaders in charge of RBMPs development in Moldova. 
Regular meetings with the technical team of the project (including through skype, etc.) will be 
planned to take stock of the progress of the project, acknowledge the draft deliverables, set the 
deadlines, guide the work and prepare the choices to submit to the authorities. The contractor 
should provide the detailed plan in English of the documents to be provided before the work. 

The technical elements feeding workshops, consultations, communication documents will be 
produced by the RBMP consultants under a separate tender. Synchronization and parallel 
control will be key points in the process. 
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PAYMENT 

Payment of the assignment 

The payment will be done by the contracting authority to the contractor for the successful 
execution of this work and will be subject to acceptance of the deliverables by IOWater. 

Payment of direct expenses  

The contractor will define in his financial offer the budget allocated to the direct costs. This 
budget should range between minimum 3 000 EUR and maximum 7 500 EUR. The contractor 
will directly manage this amount to cover the expenses that may arise for the implementation 
of the communication and awareness raising actions such as printing of communication 
documents, organization of workshops, reservation of meeting rooms, etc. Before any 
expenditure, the contractor will conduct a market survey and ensure that the service is 
assigned to the best quality/price offer. The payment will be done based on original invoices 
and supporting documents and transmitted integrally to the contracting authority together with 
an expenditure table before reimbursement. The payment will be converted in euros by using 
the agreed conversion rate.  

9 SUBMISSION 

Interested and qualified candidates are invited to inquire the full tender dossier ( please 
mention the complete tender name)  containing instructions and further information about the 
tender procedure from Ms. Ilke CICEKOGLU, Project Assistant, International Office for 
Water (IOW) and  thematic leader for stakeholder involvement and communication in 
Moldova Ms. Yunona VIDENINA 

Email address: i.cicekoglu@oieau.fr 

Email address: y.videnina@oieau.fr  
Deadline for submission of the technical and financial offer is 28 March 2019 at 17:00 CET. 
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